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Dear young people,
TEO

It’s always hard to begin, but still..
Warm welcomes to the 1st regional session of Zugdidi. Here we
are in a very beautiful scenery, in a place significant for its history
and uniqueness. This is the best venue where should you have
gathered for EYP and make the perfect harmony along with
impressionable nature indeed.
Even though the session has not started yet, we feel how your eyes
are open, how harsh your curiosity is and how strongly your heart is
biting - expecting everything new, peculiar, and be sure, that you
are in a right place, from here you will start different way of
thinking, realize the proper values and conclude that the motto of
the session “Unite Youth for Peace” is your own motto as well.

NICOLETA

ZugBib Times is more that ready to follow you everywhere aiming to
bring you something you have not seen before. Yes we will be
preparing a newspaper, yes we will be sitting in your committee
room, and yes we will be watching you more than 24hours. To keep
you amused, my wonderful team-Tatuli, Kristina, Nini, Keti,
Nicoleta will provide newspapers, videos -describing your every
day, move and emotion. That’s way how you feel Zugdidi session
and keep it very tightly all your life.
Once again we confirm, that our pleasure of editing ZugBig Times is
only enhanced by the fact that we can cordially salute you here,
challenge you here and tell you proudly that Zugdidi Session along
with ZugBig times will turn you into real EYP-er, real changemaker.

KRISTINE

Yours,
T

NINI
KETI
TATULI
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By kristina

We are where we are - in The City of Mystery
Lovely delegate, do not be afraid of the title, let’s discover just Zugdidi (Georgian ზუგდიდი) is a
city in the Western Georgian historical province of Mingrelia (Samegrelo). It is
318 kms from Tbilisi and is 110 ms from the level of the sea. Mainly here is warm
winter and hot windy summer. The city has wide streets and a lot of Greenery. It
is supposed that the title 'Zugdidi' originated from the words Zurg-didi, that
means high hill in Georgian.

Mysterious Lake
Papantsyvili lake is located not far away from Zugdidi. It takes around
15 minutes to get to Zugdidi from here. Papantsyvili in Mengrelian means
drowned priest. According to the legend, once upon a time there lived a
monk. He followed ascetic way of live. Once some strangers asked him to
shelter them over-night. The monk hosted the guests with pork meat during
the lent. The Lord became angry on him and on the very next day the
monk drowned in the lake.

Zugdidi Treasures
The treasury of west Georgia is located in the centre of Zugdidi. Nowadays the Dadiani palace
(Dadiani was Georgian family of nobles, ruling dynasty of the western Georgian province) became the
state historical and ethnographical museum. Once it used to be the residence of Dadianis' Dynasty but
in 1849 it became a museum. The owners of the palace were well
educated people with interests in different fields. Museum presents
to its visitors 41 000 objects. Most of them are unique and
invaluable examples of Georgian and foreign art, historic
documents and golden and silver treasure. Along with examples of
the medieval period here you will find exhibits from ancient times
(Stone, Palaeolithic and Neolithic ages).We should underline the
Golden and Silver treasure from I and II centuries. A
wonderful collection of Byzantian, Kolkhidian, Romanian,
Russian, Polish and Hungarian coins makes visitors admire the
people and their interests who used to live here. Exclusive examples of the embossing made on the
golden plates from 11th up to 19thcenturies request special attention. Napoleon Bonaparte's death
mask made by his personal doctor Franchesko Antomark in 1833 is also kept in the museum..Dadianis'
garden covers 26 hectare. The garden has extraordinary collection of trees and plants brought from
France, Italy, America and Asian countries. It is also famous for its lake and water supply system.
Alleys of the park are mainly made from willows. The ruins are drowning in greenery. It is believed
that if you make a wish in the alley located from the front (right) side of the Dadianis' Palace it will
come true-As the nature is favourable for us, we-all EYP-ers should stand on the right side of the
palace and wish to create the session truly unforgettable for each of us. Don’t we?
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George-view

INTERVIEW WITH THE HEAD-ORGANIZER

1 How do people address you when
they forget your name?
You are from EYP, right? 
2 What are you famous for?
Oh, am I popular? Not really know
3 What does EYP acronym mean for
you?
Right now it only means: Every
Youngster for Peace!
4 How many sessions have you
attended?
This is my 12th one
5 When do you plan to quit EYPing?
Why should I plan such a horrible thing?
Maybe when I get too old for EYP 
6 EYPers I have slept with?
No I didn’t break the golden rule, it was her fault
7 EYPers I would like to sleep with?
Top Secret
8 I want to be reincarnated as:
a. Cat
b. Cactus
c. Teona Lavrelashvili 
d. (Your version) I want to be as
energetic as our Teo in my next
life s

9 Do you consider yourself as a good banana?
a. So-so
b. Sure!
c. Hell knows!
d. Damn, no  wtf?
10 What gossip do you know about other EYPers?

I’ll put them down in the
gossip box
11 Motto of your life:
My life is mine
12 The craziest thing you
have ever done?
did not sleep for almost a
week (Guess why?)
13 Cucumber or Lady
Gaga?
None
14 If EYP is everyday
material, what it would be?
would definitely be a mobile phone, or a
portable computer
15 What would you never forgive to your
underwear?
to get off from me on a General Assembly
16 Gossip about you:
I am single
17 Best EYP game:
Coin game
18 your expectations from the
session:
a. ohh. it will be amazing
b. I do not know yet?
c. I’m going to sleep during the
event
d. (Your version)
Will be amazing for sure, I’ll do my best for this!
Gotta go now, time to work 

TSOTNE-VIEW
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INTERVIEW WITH THE HEAD-ORGANIZER

1. How do people address you when they
forget your name? Heey Justin with
glasses!:)

2. What are you famous for / What’s the
reason of your popularity?
Answer for boys:- Well it’s a … BLA… BLA…
BLAA…
Answer for girls:- I can undobtebly answer all
of you personally during this evenings, all who are
interested : 898 638 638. P.S. don’t forget to send
me your photo before.

11. What gossip do you know about other
EYP-ers? -I definatelly know that Maka
Bakhradze is lesbian and she hates males :)
12. Motto of your life: Drugs, Sex, Rock’n’Roll
:PPP
13. Cucumber or Lady Gaga? - I think sweet,
ripe fig is better
14. What would you never forgive to your
underwear? – to be pink coloured….
15. Gossip about you: I’m rumoured to be gay,
all the girls can check
16. Best EYP game:
AAAALELLLLEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17. your expectations from the
session:
a. ohh. it will be amazing
b. I do not know yet?
c. I’m going to sleep during the event
d. We gonna rock guys!!!! Aren’t we?

P.S.Hundred kisses your lovely Head-organiser….

3. What does EYP mean in your way? – EYP
is our big mother with big titts, feeding all
of us with her tasty milk
4. How many sessions have you attended?
Five or six …
5. When do you plan to quit EYPing? -Next
question….:)
6. EYPers I have slept with? Tazo
Chakhunashvili
7. EYPers I would like to sleep with? Teo
8. , If you don’t mind…)
9. I want to be reincarnated as:
a. Cat
b. Cactus
c. Teona Lavrelashvili 
d. Vampire
10. Do you consider yourself as a good
banana?
a. So-so
b. Sure!
c. Hell knows!
d. F*** it!!!
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Mariko Takhaishvili
President of the Session
Age: 23
Political Views: Liberal
Motto of life: GIVE PEACE A CHANCE
Sessions attended: 14

HOW DO PEOPLE ADDRESS YOU WHEN THEY FORGET YOUR NAME?call my the shortened form of my surname – taka :D:DD
WHAT ARE YOU FAMOUS FOR?-I am very very very active, full with
energy and sometimes I make some really funny jokes, I am quite
intelligent and the most importantly I am EYPer, my dear))]
WHAT DOES EYP ACRONYM MEAN FOR YOU?- Enormous Yard for
Puppets :D:D:D:D:D]
WHEN DO YOU PLAN TO QUIT EYPING?-As soon as I feel that I am
old for EYP and as soon as I am sure that EYP Georgia is a strong
organization with established system, internal laws and
regulations, and with responsible and professional board members.
EYP in Georgia should organize much more sessions than it does
nowadays. On that fine day, I will tell myself- Mariko you did it
with your EYPers and friends, and now you can let younger
generation to keep on the same track and work better and better.
EYPERS I HAVE SLEPT WITH?- Well ,firstly you my dear editress….
(don’t you remember you were half naked))) than, Nana,
Chinchala (shame on me) and I abstain of telling you others I
slept with.
I WANT TO BE REINCARNATED AS:
e. Cat
f. Cactus
g. Teona Lavrelashvili 
(Your version) - Putin, to change the way of my politics  if 2
answers possible- cat and Putin then…
DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF AS A GOOD BANANA?
a. So-so
b. Sure!
c. Hell knows
d. Damn, no 
THE CRAZIEST THING YOU HAVE EVER DONE?- Look at me, cannot
you see that I am 99 % crazy person?
CUCUMBER OR LADY GAGA?
Lady gaga for sure .
IF EYP IS EVERYDAY MATERIAL, WHAT IT WOULD BE?
Pillow maybe… or ok not underwear but yeah something very
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intimate )))
WHAT WOULD YOU NEVER FORGIVE TO YOUR UNDERWEAR?
No comment, dear...
GOSSIP ABOUT YOU: the last gossip was at MM session, that I
snore at night )) but that is not true ))) you can check ))
BEST EYP GAME:I do not have the best game-all of them.
YOUR EXPECTATIONS FROM THE SESSION:
h. ohh. it will be amazing
i. I do not know yet?
j. I’m going to sleep during the event
k. ( Y o u r v e r s i o n ) I h o p e , w e w i l l m e e t d e l e g a t e s ’
expectations.

By Nini
Here in Better world

Hallo to the first Regional Session in Zugdidi! Yes, you are right - this is the session which has brought
together you - young people from the region and from different parts of Europe indeed.
Our sweet officials will support you to be in a good terms with each other, challenging committee works
will encourage you to unite for peace. Here is no place for conflicts, but here is the place where everyone
loves and respects each other. Hence even politics will never have the influence on our relations with each
other, why? – Because you are making the world better.
The EYP (European Youth Parliament) has been one of the prominent contributors to the world peace
collecting the youth from around the Europe since 1987. Zugdidi Regional session is the clear expression
of this principle definitely.
Historically, the youth have played an important indirect role in politics; they have inspired
demonstrations, revolutions that have caused the change of undesirable system and the creation of a
peaceful environment. Contemporary revolutions are the clear examples of it: rose revolution in Georgia
(2003), orange revolution in Ukraine (2004) where the students and pupils were the main participants,
and you-delegates of the session, unified for peace and motivated to work out effective resolutions.
It is clear, the modern world is getting more and more complex, bringing new unsettled conflicts, bloody
wars, but we-young people-do not think that this will last for ever, as we are ready to make our
commitment starting with the precious relations with our peers from around the world.

The EYP gives us the best opportunity to act and achieve the goal! Let me see your fun, new friends and
new resolutions. Yes, with this unanimity you are unbeaten..
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FOR MORE INFO:
ZZZ.FACEZUGDIDI.ZOM
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